
 Full Moon in Scorpio 
                          To be held on 

                  Sunday 1st November 

              11.00am to 12 midday  

            Followed by a shared lunch 

                           To be held at 

The Aquarius Healing & Education Centre 

                 154 Mt Barker Rd  Stirling 

All welcome. No charge. Donations welcomed. You can donate at the event or any time at People’s Choice Credit Union 

BSB 805 050 Account Name: Conscious Connection. Acct No: 2371918. Account holder Margaret Tscharke. The event 

includes celebration, ceremony, contemplation and discussion, followed by a shared lunch. It is led by myself, Janet 

Schwarz and is hosted by Meg Tscharke. Both of us look forward to seeing you there, if it feels right for you to be 

present. Please bring some food to share if staying for the shared lunch. If you would like further information about this 

event or other work I do, please contact me on 0400886872 or email me at skydancer8@bigpond.com or check out my 

website on www.wholisticpsychology.com.au or on face book www.facebook.com/wholisticpsychology 

Musings for the Scorpio Full Moon 

These current times are often intense emotional and challenging, however if properly channelled can lead to 

significant transformations and changes on individual group and collective levels. Scorpio energy can help us 

to understand and work with such times and events. Scorpio is fixed water and as such it is like water in an 

underground cave and the learning is often through the tension of deeply held feeling and emotions. With 

Mars and Pluto as its personal and soul rulers, scorpionic experiences can be violent and deep as well as 

mysterious and ultimately wonderful - for when the water is freed from its underground prison it makes its 

way ”to the sea” with much knowledge and experience which it can then share with collective whole. Then 

Mercury as Scorpio’s spiritual ruler brings in the energies of the soul and the intuitive mind. This means that if 

we work through the earlier challenging deeply clearing processes, our “reward” is access to a more 

illuminated mind and an opening of our true inner intuition.  

Here is an ancient Hindu mantra which is great to chant in these times 

“From the unreal lead me to the real; from darkness lead me to light; from death lead me to immortality” 

One of the confusions that happens in times such as we are experiencing, is the feeding of the astral plane 

from the collective unconscious. The astral plane is amplified by the emotions created by these times of crises 

and through our use of the internet and  social media which can be great sources of information but can also 

fuel this plane with our emotionalisms, overreactions, desires and  unconscious yearnings. The first part of the 

mantra above encourages us to discriminate the real from the unreal… the true prophets from the false ones 

and to see the real news. We do this not by following things blindly or by  being driven by our own unresolved 

emotions but by pondering deeply  with our minds and hearts. That is we use as much as we can our clear 

minds and our loving hearts. We need to have and express our feelings but we also need to learn how to let 

them go and see things with greater clarity.  Our unresolved feelings our reactiveness and our emotionalism 

are not a good or useful base for discernment and discrimination and do not come from the soul plane. True 

intuition arises on the higher mental planes not from the emotions and desires of the astral plane. The mantra 

above reveals a set of polarities and encourages us to see the real in the unreal the light in the darkness and 

immortality in death. 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/wholisticpsychology


 

Meg Huppatz and I are helping coordinate a link up event at the Aquarius Healing and Education Centre in 

support of the Aboriginal elder Uluru/Solstice event for the healing of the Earth and for people from Adelaide 

who will be attending it. This event will be hosted by Meg Tscharke. Please let me/us know if you want to be 

involved with this planning/coordination. So far, the ideas for the group linkup are to create a mandala using 

the cardinal cross as base. A circle around a cross creates the symbol for the earth  so using this as a base 

for the event directly connects it with the theme of healing for Mother earth. We plan to use sacred stones 

from around the planet as well as gemstones and crystals and other power items from nature. The building of 

the mandala will be a group project starting at this the Scorpio full moon and will be built up and developed to 

used in ceremony at the solstice event. So please look around you and see what calls and bring it along. 

For those interested in Fiona Glover work which gives some good information and links. 

Below are the details of a 5 week program run by Fiona called “Dancing the elements”  

 
DANCING THE ELEMENTS… facilitated by Fiona Glover 
I will be running a 5 week program moving through each of the 5 elements to continue to clear and build 
energy for the Solstice. 
Each week we will focus on a different element and move through it with dance/movement, creative 
processing (art, walking in nature, sound), and meditation 
You are welcome to attend all of the 5 sessions or anyone of the sessions you feel called to.  
Here is the booking link: 
www.trybooking.com/BLWNM 
Part proceeds will be donated to ANTAC - Aṉangu Ngangkaṟi Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation (ANTAC) 
 
All sessions will be held at  
The Hut Community Rooms at Woorabinda Reserve, Stirling. 
2:00pm - 5:00pm 
 
Sunday 15th November - Air/Metal Element 
Sunday 22nd November - Water Element 
Sunday 29th November - Wood Element 
Sunday 6th December - Fire Element 
Sunday 13th November - Earth Element 
 
The final element is Spirit - which we will be moving towards for 21st Dec Solstice and the sacred 
circle that will be created at Aquarius Healing Centre.  
 
 

http://www.trybooking.com/BLWNM

